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Abstract
In the last few years RFID technology has become a
major driver of various businesses like logistics, supplychain management and access control. Many of these
applications base on the successful implementation of
security services on the RFID tag side but also on the
reader side. In this paper we present an efficient tool
for early prototype implementations of RFID applications.
We show how the developed semi-passive RFID tags can
help implementing and attacking security-enhanced RFID
systems. The shown microcontroller-based and FPGAbased tag platforms can operate in the HF and the UHF
frequency range. They are very flexible in terms of functionality and support different communication standards like
ISO 15693, ISO 14443 and ISO 18000-6C (EPC Gen2). Its
main applications are in developing hardware prototypes
of passive tags, extending RFID protocols with security
functionality and for attacking real RFID devices with sidechannel analysis.

I.
. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an emerging
technology that becomes more and more popular. One
major roadblock of this technology for its expected exponential growth is that until now an elaborated security
concept is missing. Many proposals for security protocols
and hardware implementations of cryptographic hardware
extensions have been published. For most of them a proof
of concept, which provides evidence that the proposer’s
assumptions fulfill the requirements of the technology
was not given. Often, the suggested solutions are not
compatible with the given throughput, latency or power

requirements of existing RFID tags and communication
standards. In many cases it is simply too expensive to build
up a prototype consisting of a readers and tags due to the
arising costs for dedicated tag and reader development.
Extending the functionality of RFID systems (e.g. with
security functionality) and verifying their correct operation (e.g. withstanding certain attacks) is often laborintensive task. Commercially available passive RFID tags
are typically implemented as dedicated hardware circuits
and cannot be modified after production. Simulation of
the contact-less communication protocol is difficult due
to the demanding physical characteristics of those interfaces, especially when a high number of tags within the
reader field is considered. Prototyping of new suggestions
for RFID communication between tags and readers was
therefore often skipped, which lead to reduced visibility
of security-oriented research in the RFID community.
Our semi-passive tags are a platform that closes this
gap. They are programmable and highly flexible, but
appear to a reader like fully passive tags. They are
an ideal prototyping tool for efficiently integrating new
functionality into currently existing RFID and Near Field
Communication (NFC) systems.
The DemoTag’s firmware provides the implementation
of the core functionality of several interface standards
(ISO 15693, ISO 14443, NFC, EPC Gen2 etc.) in a way
that it can be efficiently extended on basis of custom
commands and dedicated subroutines for new extended
functionality. The firmware framework provides flexible
mechanisms to execute the additional functionality of
the tags by sending custom commands, and provide the
computed data to the reader via standardized frames. For
prototype implementation the developer can therefore concentrate on the new features, rather than spending valuable
resources into re-developing existing functionality.
In the following sections we provide details about the
architecture and components of three different DemoTag
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platforms. Two versions use a programmable microcontroller for extension by modification of their firmware.
They differ in the used frequency range for communication
with the reader (HF and UHF). The third platform is
available with an HF interface and uses an FPGA to
enable extension of the functionality on basis of digital
hardware design methods. Additional external sensors can
be attached to all versions of the DemoTag. In difference
other published platforms with similar characteristics [1],
[2], [3], the DemoTags are available for research purposes
without any restrictions. They completely implement the
mandatory functionality of the communication standard.
Therefore, the DemoTags allow more flexibility for selection of the reader platform for prototyping.
After the architecture descriptions, we shortly present
three typical applications of the DemoTags. The first
presents how they can be efficiently used in the development process of RFID tags with additional functionality.
The second project deals with development and evaluation
of protocol extensions. The third use-case presents how the
DemoTags were used to develop an analysis setup for so
called side-channel analysis attacks (SCA) on RFID tags.
We finalize our paper with conclusions we have drawn
from developing and using the DemoTags in research
projects towards secure RFID technology. So far, they
turned out to be a very powerful tool for prototyping and
evaluation. Additionally, we think that they can be useful
during development, testing, and evaluation of new RFID
reader products.

II.
. Architecture Description of the DemoTags
The prototype tags are powered by a battery, but behave
like fully-passive tags in the reader field. We designed
three devices. Two microcontroller-based devices, one for
the HF frequency range and one for the UHF frequency
range. Furthermore we have one FPGA-based solution for
the HF frequency range. The tags, we call them DemoTags,
are fully compatible to widely deployed RFID standards
such as ISO 15693 [4], ISO 14443-A [5], and NFC [6] (HF
range); or ISO 18000-6C/EPC Gen2 [7] (UHF range). The
semi-passive tags mainly consist of an antenna which is
directly integrated into the printed circuit board (PCB),
an analog front-end, and a programmable device either
a microcontroller or an FPGA. The devices provide additional communication interfaces like RS232 or USB to
communicate with a PC in addition to the RF link.
The prototype tags are designed for easy extension of
their functionality. By using a special tool chain, custom
commands and additional functionality can be integrated
into the firmware/hardware of the microcontroller/FPGA
with little effort. We have already used the microcontrollerbased prototype tags in several research projects for var-

ious applications, for example: detecting weaknesses in a
parking access-control system, integrating strong cryptography to RFID protocols, conducting side-channel and fault
attacks on commercially-available RFID tags, and demonstrating new security features for NFC systems. There are
many other applications in which such programmable tags
are indispensable, like verifying reader functionality and
reader prototypes, evaluating reader-to-tag communication
and RFID teaching. We have access to reader platforms
operating in HF and UHF which allow an extension of
the underlying protocols easily for prototype development.
Moreover, sensors and actuators can be attached to the
tags as well. In the following we will first describe the
DemoTags with the microcontroller and then we show the
latest development which is the FPGA DemoTag.

A..DemoTags with Microcontroller
An architectural overview of the two microcontrollerbased tag prototypes can be seen in Figure 1. The HF
prototype operates in the frequency band at 13.56 MHz
and the other prototype works in the UHF frequency band
at 868 MHz. Both devices have been assembled using
discrete components which may result in reduced reading
distance compared with commercial front-end chips, but
allows for unrestricted use and later publication of the
results. They consist of an antenna, an analog front-end, a
microcontroller, a serial interface, a JTAG programming
interface, and a power-supply connector. Both devices
differ mainly in their antenna design, the analog frontend and the software that runs on the microcontroller.
The remaining components are the same. A ATmega128
microcontroller [8] is used, which manages reader requests
and tag responses, as defined the specification of the
selected RF communication protocol. The microcontroller
connects with a PC over a serial interface. Furthermore
it supports In-System Programming (ISP) and has a JTAG
interface for debug control and system programming. Both
devices are semi-passive; the controller is powered by
an external power source, typically a battery or via the
USB port, while the RF communication is done passively
without any signal amplification. A handy feature is the
implementation of a bootloader in the microcontroller. It
allows reprogramming of the controller during operation
in the field via the serial interface, or over the contact-less
air interface without requiring a dedicated programming
device.
The flexibility of the tag prototypes is provided by the
support of different communication standards for the RFID
interface. During our research in the area of RFID security
we used them in very different applications. First, they
proved useful during the evaluation of security holes in
RFID systems. It is possible to easily reproduce published
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Fig. 1. Architecture of HF and UHF microcontroller DemoTags.

attacks like the one against the MIFARE classic protocol [9]. Prototyping solutions like the blocker tag [10]
against privacy threats is easily possible. Testing custom
commands for additional functionality is useful for the
proof of concept but also for testing reader devices. In
addition to simple functional tests, more sophisticated
features like conformity to a certain standard and the
correct error handling are possible which is difficult with
commercially available tags that are not programmable.
Finally, the DemoTags are perfectly suitable for conducting implementation attacks as shown by Hutter [11] and
Plos [12]. For such attacks it is often necessary to find a
trigger point in the communication protocol to start powertrace measurements. In the following sections, the design
of the HF and the UHF tag prototype and its applications
are described in a more detail.
1) HF DemoTag: The HF tag prototype uses a selfdesigned antenna according to ISO7810 that is placed
directly on the PCB. It consists of a coil with four
windings that allows the communication with a reader
over the air interface. The antenna is tuned to resonate
at a carrier frequency of 13.56 MHz, which is realized
by a matching RLC circuit. This circuit narrows the
frequency range and can also be considered as a bandpass filter that passes the carrier frequency but attenuates
unwanted and spurious frequencies. The analogue frontend
preprocesses the matched signals and transforms them into
the digital domain. First, it rectifies signals using a bridge
rectifier. Small-signal Shottky diodes assure low voltage
drops and low leakage currents in the front-end. After
that, a Zener diode limits the voltage. At the third stage, a
comparator identifies the reader’s ASK modulations. The
microcontroller samples the output of the comparator by
triggering an interrupt to start the receiving process. A
13.56 MHz quartz crystal is placed on the board to clock
the microcontroller. For sending data from the tag to the
reader, a load-modulation circuit is available that consists
of a shunt and a transistor. The microcontroller triggers the
transistor that switches the shunt and thus modulates the

Fig. 2. HF DemoTag Photo.

tag response. The tag prototype can communicate using
several protocol standards. It implements ISO15693 [4],
ISO14443 [5] (type A), ISO14443-4 and ISO18092 [6]
(NFC). The firmware is mainly written in C while some
parts have been implemented in assembly language due
to timing constraints. Moreover, it implements a usercommand interface that allows easy administration over the
serial interface. In Figure 2, a picture of the HF DemoTag
is shown. The coil antenna occupies the right half of
the board while the discrete components of the analog
front-end are placed on the other half. The ATMega128
microcontroller is placed on a separate board that can be
plugged on top of the motherboard.
2) UHF DemoTag: The second microcontroller-based
prototype operates in the UHF frequency band. In contrast
to the HF DemoTag it uses a half-wave dipole antenna
consisting of two wires directly integrated to the layout of
the PCB. The antenna, with a length of about 150 mm, is
optimized for a frequency of 868 MHz and it is connected
to the analog front-end. Similaor to the HF version, an
adjustable capacitor is placed in parallel to its antenna.
This capacitor is used for matching the antenna to the
input impedance of the analog front-end. Signals that are
received by the antenna are first rectified by a chargepump rectifier. This rectifier performs demodulation and
voltage multiplication all at once. For the rectifier circuit,
we use special detector diodes, which have a low voltage
drop and which are constructed to operate up to some
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Fig. 3. Architecture of FPGA DemoTag.

Fig. 4. UHF DemoTag Photo.

GHz. Subsequently, signals are filtered and passed to a
comparator before feeding them to the microcontroller. The
backscatter-modulation circuit of the front-end performs
the tag-to-reader communication. It works similar to the
one used by the HF tag prototype, using a transistor to
switch an impedance (shunt and capacitor) in parallel to
the tag antenna. A 16 MHz quartz crystal is assembled on
board in order to generate the system clock for the microcontroller. The UHF DemoTag supports the ISO18000-6C
standard (EPC Gen2 [7]) which is the most widespread
protocol in the UHF frequency range. The protocol execution is programmed in software on the microcontroller. The
firmware for the UHF tag prototype is mainly written in
C with time-critical elements realized in fully optimized
assembly code. Figure 4 presents a picture of the UHF
DemoTag. The dipole antenna is visible on top of the
board while the ATMega microcontroller board covers the
circuitry of the analog front-end.

B..FPGA DemoTag
The latest development in the series of DemoTag prototype platforms is the HF FPGA DemoTag. A powerful
development platform for implementation of the digital
part of a real passive RFID tags is the main reason for
this research work. Figure 3 presents its architecture.
The coil antenna with four windings is equal to the
antenna of the microcontroller HF DemoTag. Also the
analog front-end is nearly identical. We use passive lowpass filters and a comparator IC for the demodulation

of the reader’s ASK signal. A shunt resistor which is
switched by a transistor implements the load-modulation
module. A comparator extracts the carrier signal of the
13.56 MHz which we use as clock input for the FPGA.
We use the Spartan-3 XC3S1000 [13] FPGA from Xilinx
as programmable device, which provides a simple package
footprint, is available for low-cost and features reasonable
hardware resources. This FPGA includes 17280 logic cells,
each of it consisting of a 4-bit look-up table, and a flipflop. Additionally it provides 24 RAM blocks with up to
432K bits. Furthermore, it has four digital clock manager
circuits and dedicated multipliers, which are useful for the
implementation of computational intensive cryptographic
operations.

On this FPGA we can implement the complete digital
part of a passive RFID tag. This includes the protocol
execution, the implementation of custom commands as
well as the user interface via a serial port. It is also
possible to attach sensors and actuators to its I/O ports. The
main application of this platform is demonstrating early
prototypes of security-enhanced passive RFID tags in the
industry and in the academic community. We can demonstrate the integration of cryptographic functionality into
standard tag hardware. Configuration of the FPGA works
via the USB interface or with a dedicated programming
cable from Xilinx. The power supply comes from a battery
or from the USB interface. In addition to tag prototyping,
time-critical attack scenarios are also of interest for the
FPGA DemoTag. With the support of specialized hardware
it is easier to fulfill given timing constraints, which is
for example relevant for relay attacks. A first version of
the FPGA DemoTag is presented in Figure 5. The FPGA
DemoTag looks similar to the HF DemoTag—instead of
a microcontroller board, the FPGA is connected to the
motherboard.

evaluated by a reader to perform cryptographic operations.

B..Scenario 2: Development of Protocol Extensions

Fig. 5. FPGA DemoTag Photo.

III.
. Application Scenarios
The following three scenarios present typical applications where we use our developed DemoTags. The application domain is in our case very restricted to security-related
activities but the prototype tags can be used also in many
other areas.

A.. Scenario 1: Development of Passive RFID/NFC
Tags
The FPGA DemoTag has two major advantages. First,
it provides an efficient platform for application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) prototyping. It can be used to evaluate and test digital hardware designs of an RFID-tag implementation. By prototyping, both the development time
and the risk of implementation failures can be significantly
reduced. Second, it can be ideally used as a proof-ofconcept demonstrator for new implementations and future
RFID applications. Hutter et al. [?] proposed a hardware
processor for passively powered RFID/NFC tags that can
be easily synthesized on the FPGA DemoTag. In particular,
the processor is able to compute digital signatures using
the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA).
It consists of a tiny microcontroller, a memory unit, and
an arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) to sign a digital message
within 859 188 clock cycles, i.e. 127 ms at 6.78 MHz.
Note that the design uses the internal Block RAMs of
the FPGA as memory (RAM, ROM, and EEPROM) to
reduce the number of needed LUTs. Together with the
processor, a digital RFID front-end is implemented that
is able to send and receive ISO 14443 A and ISO 7816-4
commands. The digital front-end module implements an 8bit microcontroller to handle the commands and to provide
NFC-compatible and application-specific functionalities.
On the one side, the microcontroller is connected to the
ECDSA processor to support cryptographic operations.
A 16-bit AMBA interface is used as a bus architecture.
On the other side, two I/O pins of the FPGA allow a
connection between the synthesized digital front-end and
the discrete analog front-end of the FPGA DemoTag. After
configuration of the FPGA, the DemoTag can be used as a
conventional RFID/NFC tag and it can be challenged and

A very interesting application scenario for all three
types of DemoTags is the development of protocol extensions for a given RFID standard. This includes features like
sensing data but especially in our case security extensions
are of capital importance. With these extensions it is
possible to support certain security services in passive
RFID systems. For example, Dominikus et al. [?] extended
the ISO 18000-3 with symmetric challenge-response authentication protocols according to ISO 9798-2. With the
DemoTags it was possible to show how these protocols
work in a real RFID application environment. In very timecritical protocols like distance-bounding protocols [?] an
early prototype is also very important because it can be
shown whether the timings can be fulfilled by the tag
and the reader. Furthermore, a concurrent development of
tags and reader is possible when an already functioning
reference demonstrator is available.

C..Scenario 3: Attacking Passive RFID Tags
The proposed prototypes can be used to analyze the
security of implementations against several attacks. Power
and electromagnetic side-channel attacks represent the
most powerful attacks against passive RFID tags [11]. In
such attacks an adversary measures the power consumption or the electromagnetic (EM) emanation of the tags
with appropriate measurement setups. In Hutter et al. [?],
two different RFID prototypes are used to perform such
attacks on a software and hardware implementation of the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). They successfully
revealed the secret key by using less than 1 000 measured
EM traces.
The prototypes can also be used to analyze the impact
of fault attacks on RFID. Fault attacks manipulate the
device to provoke faulty computations. The faulty results
are then used to extract secret information. In [?], Hutter et al. analyzed the impact of fault attacks on RFID.
They demonstrated the vulnerability of passive RFID tags
to electromagnetic interferences, optical inductions, and
antenna-tearing attacks.
The tag prototypes can additionally be used to evaluate
the threat of RFID relay and eavesdropping attacks. Relay
attacks are man-in-the-middle attacks which relay data
over longer distance from a tag to a reader. In such a
scenario, the DemoTag acts as a proxy token that receives
and forwards data from a genuine reader to a proxy reader.
The proxy reader, however, sends the data to a genuine tag,
pretending to be the genuine reader in the proximity of the
tag [?]. Also eavesdropping attacks can be performed using

the prototypes by simply putting the prototype into the
field of the reader. For this attack, the DemoTag operates
in silent mode which means that it does not respond to
reader requests, but simply monitors the transmitted data.
An adversary can easily recover the data sent from a reader
to a tag, as practically shown by Hancke in [?].

IV.
. Conclusions
In our work, we showed the implementation of three
semi-passive RFID tag prototypes that are programmable
either via a microcontroller or an FPGA. In addition
to supporting the common RFID standards ISO 15693,
ISO 14443 and NFC for the HF frequency range and the
ISO 18000-6C (EPC Gen2) for the UHF frequency range,
the prototyping tags allow extending the functionality. We
showed how the presented DemoTags are used in three
different application scenarios. The first showed how the
DemoTags are used for the hardware development of
passive RFID tags with security functionality. The second
scenario depicted the use in extending existing RFID
protocols with security services. The last application
scenario presented the usage in analyzing the security of
implementations against side-channel and fault attacks.
Future work consists of enhancing the latest research
prototype, the FPGA DemoTag, with hardware libraries
for the most common RFID standards and a comparison
of the FPGA DemoTag with a real RFID tag.
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